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The Mpemba effect occurs when a hot system cools faster than an
initially colder one, when both are refrigerated in the same ther-
mal reservoir. Using the custom built supercomputer Janus II, we
study the Mpemba effect in spin glasses and show that it is a non-
equilibrium process, governed by the coherence length ξ of the sys-
tem. The effect occurs when the bath temperature lies in the glassy
phase, but it is not necessary for the thermal protocol to cross the
critical temperature. In fact, the Mpemba effect follows from a strong
relationship between the internal energy and ξ that turns out to be
a sure-tell sign of being in the glassy phase. Thus, the Mpemba ef-
fect presents itself as an intriguing new avenue for the experimental
study of the coherence length in supercooled liquids and other glass
formers.
Spin glasses | memory effects | Mpemba effect | non-equilibrium physics
The Mpemba effect (ME) refers to the observation that thehotter of two identical beakers of water, put in contact
with the same thermal reservoir, can cool faster under certain
conditions (1). The phenomenon is not specific to water, as it
has been reported for nanotube resonators (2) and clathrate
hydrates (3). However, although records of the ME date
as far back as Aristotle (4, 5), its very existence has been
questioned (6).
The ME is a non-equilibrium process (7–9) and when a
complex system evolves out of equilibrium its past history
determines its fate. The simplest of these memory effects is,
probably, the Kovacs effect (10): after a temperature cycle, a
glassy polymer is left at the working temperature T with a
specific volume equal to its equilibrium value. Yet, the poly-
mer is still out of equilibrium, as evinced by a non-monotonic
further time evolution of the specific volume. Memory effects
are ubiquitous and relevant in many systems of technological
and/or biological interest. Important examples include disor-
dered materials (11), polymers (12), amorphous solids (13),
granular matter (14), biological systems (15), batteries (16)
and, of course, the disordered magnetic alloys known as spin
glasses, which display spectacular memory effects (17).
Here, we show that spin glasses (18) are an especially
apt model system to investigate the ME. Using the Janus II
supercomputer (19), custom built for spin-glass simulations,
we show that the ME is indeed present in spin glasses and
we clarify its origin: it is a non-equilibrium memory effect,
encoded in the glassy coherence length.
One major advantage of spin glasses as a model system
is that, while their behavior is very complex, we now know
that many of their major non-equilibrium processes are ruled
by the coherence length ξ of the growing glassy domains (20–
23). This includes, as we show in this paper, the ME. In the
simplest protocol, a sample initially at a high temperature is
suddenly placed at the working temperature T , lower that the
critical temperature Tc. The system relaxes afterwards, but
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Fig. 1. Spin-glass coherence length. Top left: A snapshot of a configuration
{s(a)x }, which has evolved for t = 236 Monte Carlo steps at T = 0.7 ≈ 0.64Tc.
We show the average magnetization on the xy plane, averaging over z. Bottom
left: Another configuration {s(b)x } of the same sample, prepared in the same way
as {s(a)x }. No visible ordering is present in either configuration because the preferred
pattern of the magnetic domains cannot be seen by eye (s = 1 is plotted in yellow,
and−1 in blue). Right: If one measures the overlap between the two configurations,
see Eq. (5) in Materials and Methods, and with the same color code used for the
spins, the preferred pattern of the magnetic domains, of size ξ, becomes visible. A
reliable method to extract ξ from the overlap fields has been known for some time (24),
but only in 2018 has it been possible to reach accuracies better than 1% in ξ (25),
thanks to the Janus II computer (19) and the use of many clones for the same sample
(this strategy works only if the system size, which here is L = 160, turns out to be
much larger than ξ).
response functions such as the magnetic susceptibility depend
on time for as long as one has the patience to wait (in analogy
with living beings, glasses are said to age (12)). As aging
proceeds, the size of the magnetic domains, ξ(t), perennially
grows (yet, the magnetic ordering is apparently random, see
Fig.1).
Only recently have we learned how to compute ξ(t) reliably
from microscopic correlation functions (24). Interestingly
enough, this microscopic ξ(t) matches (23) the length scale
determined from macroscopic responses in experiments (26).
The time growth of ξ(t) will be a crucial issue. In the
paramagnetic phase, T > Tc = 1.102(3) (27), ξ grows up to
its equilibrium value, which can be very large close to Tc. On
the other hand, below Tc, ξ(t) grows without bounds, but
excruciatingly slowly. Empirically, one finds that t and ξ(t)
are related through (25, 28)
ξ ∝ t1/z(T ) , z(T < Tc) ≈ 9.6 Tc
T
. [1]
The exponent z(T ), already very large near Tc, becomes even
larger upon lowering T . The very large value of z(T ) explains
why supercomputers such as Janus II, specifically designed to
simulate spin glasses (19), are necessary. Indeed, one has to
simulate the dynamics for a long time in order to see ξ(t) vary
by a significant amount. The simulations discussed herein
(see Ref. (25) and Materials and Methods) have t varying
by 11 orders of magnitude, for systems large enough to be
representative of the thermodynamic limit. On the other hand,
for T > Tc Eq. (1) holds only out-of-equilibrium, when ξ has
not yet approached its final equilibrium value. Under such
circumstances, z ≈ 6 has been computed numerically (29).
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Fig. 2. Classical Mpemba protocol. We show the time evolution of the
energy of spin glass systems initially prepared at a higher temperature (T = 1.3, red
line) or at a lower temperature (T = 1.2, blue lines), but always in the paramagnetic
(high-temperature) phase (Tc ≈ 1.10). In all three cases the systems are initially
left to evolve out of equilibrium until they reach the internal energies shown in the
figure key. At t = 0 all preparations are quenched, that is, put in contact with
a thermal reservoir at temperature T = 0.7 ≈ 0.64Tc. As discussed in the
text, the instantaneous internal energy is a measure of the (off-equilibrium) sample
temperature. In agreement with the original Mpemba experiment (1), the system
originally at the higher energy cools faster. Bottom left inset: Closeup of the
first crossing between energy curves, showing the very small error bars, equal to the
thickness of the lines (here and in all other figures, error bars represent one standard
deviation; control variates, see (30) and Materials and Methods, are used to improve
accuracy). Top right inset: Closeup of the second crossing between energy
curves.
Results
The Mpemba effect in spin glasses. The first step in a nu-
merical study of the ME is identifying which thermometric
magnitude corresponds to the off-equilibrium temperature
that would be found experimentally. In our case, this is the
energy density (i.e., the instantaneous energy per spin E, see
Materials and Methods). E is a natural choice, because it is
the observable conjugated with temperature. Furthermore, in
equilibrium, there is a monotonically increasing correspondence
between T and E.
After the above considerations, we are ready to investigate
the ME in spin glasses (see Materials and Methods for details
on the model and observables). Our first protocol strongly
resembles the original Mpemba experiment (1). We study the
evolution of two different non-equilibrium preparations for the
same system: in preparation 1 the system starts in a thermal
bath at T1 = 1.3 and is left to evolve until it reaches an initial
energy E1(t = 0) ≈ −1.6428, while in preparation 2 it is put
in a bath at T2 = 1.2 where it reaches a much lower initial
energy E2(t = 0) ≈ −1.6714.∗ Note that these states are out
of equilibrium: T1 and T2 only indicate the temperature of
the bath. At time t = 0, both systems are quenched, that
is, they are placed in contact with a thermal reservoir at
T = 0.7 ≈ 0.64Tc. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the energies
(temperatures) after the quench: the hotter preparation (red)
relaxes to low energies faster than the colder preparation (solid
blue). This is a perfect correspondence with the ME (1).
We also show with a blue dotted line the evolution of a third
∗The configuration of the system before being exposed to either bath is random with a flat distribution
(which is a typical T =∞ configuration).
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Fig. 3. Mpemba effect in the spin-glass phase. As in Fig. 2, but all four
initial preparations (see text for details) are now carried out in the spin-glass phase
(T < Tc). The preparation that cools faster is not the initially coldest one (blue
curve), but the one with the largest initial coherence length (yellow curve). The last
point in the isothermal relaxation at T = 0.7 corresponds with the same time as the
configurations shown in Fig. 1. Inset: A zoom of the second crossing point between
the curves for preparations (T = 0.9, ξ = 8; red curve) and (T = 0.7, ξ = 6; blue
curve). This second crossing is not the ME. Rather, the ME arises at the first crossing
at t ≈ 5 × 104. The second crossing disappears if one plots parametrically E(t)
as a function of ξ(t). In other words, the description afforded by Eq. (2) is very
accurate, but not exact.
preparation, starting again at the lower temperature T = 1.2,
but with a slightly lower initial energy E3(t = 0) ≈ −1.6738.
Even in this case the ME is present, but the crossing of the
energy curves takes place at a much longer time, even though
the difference between the preparation energies E2 and E3 is
of only 0.15%. We need to find the controlling parameter.
Remembering our initial discussion of spin-glass dynamics a
natural candidate emerges: the coherence length ξ(t). Indeed,
in terms of ξ our three starting conditions look very different.
Our hot preparation (T1 = 1.3, E1 = −1.6428) had ξ1 = 12,
while our cold preparations (T2,3 = 1.2, E2 = −1.6714, E3 =
−1.6738) had ξ2 = 5 and ξ3 = 8, respectively. Therefore, upon
quenching, the initially hotter preparation is actually in a more
advanced dynamical state. In addition, preparations 2 and 3,
which have almost the same E, have very different starting ξ,
which, from Eq. (1), can explain the differing relaxation times.
We arrive, then, at our working hypothesis: out of equilib-
rium, our system is not adequately labeled by the temperature
T of the thermal bath alone, or even by T plus the instan-
taneous internal energy E. Instead, ξ emerges as the hidden
parameter that will rationalize the results.
Notice that, according to this idea, crossing Tc should not be
necessary in order to find an ME. The only required ingredient
would be starting points A and B with TA > TB and ξA > ξB.
We test this hypothesis in Figure 3, where we work solely in the
low-temperature phase. Preparation 1 starts at T = 0.7 until
it reaches ξ1 = 6, while preparations 2–4 evolve at T = 0.9
until they reach ξ = 5, 8, 15, respectively. All samples are
then quenched to T = 0.7 and we start measuring (i.e., we
set t = 0). In accordance with our previous discussion, the
cooling rate is not controlled by the preparation temperature,
but by the starting coherence length. Preparations starting
at T = 0.9 but with ξ(t = 0) greater than ξ1 = 6 cool faster
than preparation 1.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the energy density E and the coher-
ence length ξ. As suggested by Eq. (2), for isothermal relaxations (in the plot
T = 0.7 and 0.9, depicted with continuous lines) E is an essentially linear function
of 1/ξ2.5 (at least for the plotted range of ξ > 4.8). Furthermore, the dependence
of the slope on temperature is marginal. Temperature-varying protocols are seen to
be essentially vertical moves between the straight lines corresponding to isothermal
relaxations at the initial and final temperatures. These vertical moves are very quick
initial transients, in which (in moves to higher temperatures only), ξ slightly decreases
and then increases again.
The energy-coherence length phase diagram. In order to
make these observations more quantitative, we need to ex-
plore the relationship between E and ξ in an off-equilibrium
spin glass. Fortunately, we have heuristic arguments (31) and
numerical results (20, 24) suggesting that
E(t) = E∞(T ) +
E1
ξD`(t) + . . . . [2]
The dots stand for scaling corrections, subdominant for large
ξ, and D` ≈ 2.5 (32) is the lower critical dimension (the phase
transition occurs only for spatial dimension D > D`). We
note that the heuristic derivation of Eq. (2), recall Ref. (31),
makes sense only in the spin-glass phase, T < Tc. We shall
test below and in our study of the inverse Mpemba Effect
whether or not Eq. (2) applies in the spin-glass phase and in
the paramagnetic phase.
As Fig. 4 shows, the ME in spin glasses follows from the
combination of two simple ideas:
1. When a quick temperature change takes place, ξ [which
is a slow variable, recall Eq. (1)] has no time to adjust
and remains basically unchanged.
2. Setting quick transients aside, the energy density follows
in all cases Eq. (2).
Both of these points are slight oversimplifications (the analysis
of the deviations will be performed elsewhere) but their combi-
nation results in a very simple explanation of the ME. We first
note that, when temperature is fixed, the energy density is an
(almost) linear function of 1/ξ2.5. Furthermore, the slope E1
varies by less than 4% in the range we explore. It follows that
the natural phase diagram to discuss the ME is the (E,1/ξ2.5)
plane. Indeed, isothermal relaxations are represented in the
(E,1/ξ2.5) plane as a set of (almost) parallel, (almost) straight
lines. To an excellent first approximation, the effects of temper-
ature changes can be depicted as almost instantaneous vertical
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moves between the parallel straight lines that correspond to
the initial and final temperatures. It then follows that, in the
spin-glass phase at least, the larger the starting ξ, the faster
the cooling, irrespective of the initial preparation protocol,
exactly as observed in Figs. 2 and 3.
Inverse Mpemba Effect. In Refs. (7, 8) an inverse thermal pro-
tocol was suggested: the bath temperature was chosen to be
higher than the one of the starting condition. Under such
circumstances, it was observed that the coolest of two initial
preparations could heat faster. This effect was named inverse
ME (IME).
As we have seen in the discussion of the energy-coherence
length phase diagram, heating and cooling protocols are quite
symmetrical provided that both the final and initial bath tem-
peratures lie below Tc. It is therefore more challenging to see
whether or not the IME survives crossing Tc. The question is
non-trivial, because Eq. (2) does not hold in the paramagnetic
phase.
To verify this, we reverse our protocol, choosing starting
temperatures T < Tc in the spin-glass phase, and warm up
the samples to a temperature well above Tc. Specifically, we
use three starting conditions for the warm-up experiment. In
protocol 1, we choose T = 0.7 and ξ = 2.5; in protocol 2, we
choose T = 0.7 and ξ = 11.7; in protocol 3, we choose T = 0.8
and ξ = 15.8. In the three cases, we switch instantly the
thermal bath to T = 1.4 [where the asymptotic equilibrium
value is ξ = 8.95(5)], and follow the relaxation of coherence
length and energy.
Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of the energy in the warm-
up experiments. If one compares protocol 1 with protocol
3, the ME is clearly absent. Instead, a tiny ME is present
when comparing protocols 2 and 3, which have a more similar
starting energy, and a coherence length that manifests a better
thermalization in the spin glass phase: the curve that is initially
hotter becomes colder after ∼ 20 iterations.
In Fig. 6, we show the evolution of ξ during the three warm-
up protocols. Visibly, Eq. (1), valid only under Tc, does not
hold. Furthermore, for all of the starting conditions the curves
tend to approach a master curve represented by the instant
quench from T = ∞ to T = 1.4, generating an undershoot
in the time evolution of the observable. An analogous inde-
pendence of the initial conditions has been recently observed
in the paramagnetic phase of a two-dimensional spin glass
(33, 34).
By comparing Figs. 5 and 6, one can see that energy and
coherence length converge to their equilibrium value at very
different times, and that an undershoot on E(t) is not corre-
sponded with an undershoot of ξ(t) (and vice versa). This
decoupling between the two observables is necessary for the
ME to take place, since the time scale of the crossing between
protocols 2 and 3 does not correspond to any significative
change in coherence lengths. The non-monotonic behavior of
E(t) and ξ(t) will be the subject of further investigation.
Discussion
In summary, we have shown that the Mpemba effect (ME) is
present in spin glasses, where it appears as an intrinsically non-
equilibrium process, ruled by the spin-glass coherence length
ξ. Although encoding the history of a complex system by a
single number is an oversimplification, we have shown that
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Fig. 5. A tiny inverse Mpemba effect. Time evolution of the energy, for the three
different preparations described in the main text, compared with a quench from
T =∞ to T = 1.4 (top curve). In the three cases, the initial temperature is in the
spin glass phase, and the final temperature is T = 1.4 > Tc. A very small ME is
found at the time pointed by the arrow, only when warming up samples with similar
starting energy.
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Fig. 6. Coherence length: Undershooting and convergence to a master curve.
Coherence lengths ξ of the experiments described in Fig. 5. The time evolution of
ξ tends to converge towards the curve corresponding to a quench from T =∞ to
T = 1.4 (bottom curve), giving rise to an undershoot of ξ when its initial value is
higher than the equilibrium ξ at T = 1.4.
the approximate description afforded by Eq. (2) is accurate
enough to explain the ME.
Our results explain how the most natural experimental
setup (prepare two identical systems at T1, T2 > Tc with
an identical protocol, then quench them) can fail to see the
effect (6). Indeed, for spin glasses at least, a different starting
ξ is required. Above Tc, where the growth rate of ξ does not
depend on T , this means letting the hotter preparation evolve
for longer time at the initial temperature before the quench.
On the other hand, if we prepare the systems at T1, T2 < Tc
and then bring them to an even lower temperature, the effect is
enhanced, because in the T < Tc phase the growth of ξ is slower
for lower temperatures. Therefore, in the low-temperature
phase the ME can be found even with identical preparation
times for the hot and cold preparations. Finally, we have
investigated the Inverse ME (IME). If both the initial and
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the final temperatures lie below Tc the system behaves in a
symmetrical way under cooling or heating (see Fig. 4). On the
other hand, if we start in the spin glass phase and end in the
paramagnetic phase, the IME is strongly suppressed because
Eq. (2) is not valid for T > Tc.
The ME is peculiar among the many memory effects present
in spin glasses. Indeed, this phenomenon can be studied
through quantities such as the energy density, which are
measured at just one time scale (rather than the usual two
times (17, 18, 23)). However, our setup poses an experimental
challenge, because we are not aware of any measurement of
the non-equilibrium temperature associated with the magnetic
degrees of freedom. Perhaps one could adapt the strategy of
Ref. (35), connecting dielectric susceptibility and polarization
noise in glycerol, to measurements of high-frequency electrical
noise in spin glasses (36).
An easier experimental avenue is suggested by our study
of the inverse Mpemba effect, where the preparations are
heated, rather than cooled. In this case, while the response
of the energy is very small, the process is accompanied by a
dramatic memory effect in the coherence length. This quantity
has a non-monotonic time evolution upon heating from the
spin-glass to the paramagnetic phase, before converging to
the master (isothermal) curve and is measurable with current
experimental techniques.
Our investigation of the Mpemba effect offers as well a new
perspective into an important problem, namely the study of
the glassy coherence length in supercooled liquids and other
glass formers (37). Indeed, the identification of the right cor-
relation function to study experimentally (or numerically) is
still an open problem. Spin glasses are unique in the gen-
eral context of the glass transition, in both senses: we know
which correlation functions should be computed microscopi-
cally (38, 39), while accurate experimental determinations of
the coherence length have been obtained (26). The fact that
we have such a strong command over the spin-glass coherence
length has allowed us to test to very high accuracy its relation-
ship with an extremely simple quantity such as the energy, see
Eq. (2). Furthermore, we have shown that this tight relation-
ship between the coherence length and the energy holds only
in the spin-glass phase. Yet, the energy is a local, single-time
quantity just as the specific volume measured in the Kovacs
effect in polymers. Therefore, Eq. (2) suggests an intriguing
and far reaching alternative: rather than considering two-time
correlation functions of ever-increasing complexity, it might
be worth seeking high-accuracy experimental measurements
of single-time quantities such as the specific volume. Further-
more, we find that the Mpemba effect is tiny, almost invisible,
in the paramagnetic phase. Thus, finding a sizeable Mpemba-
like behavior for quantities such as the specific volume may
be a crucial step forward in the experimental identification of
a glassy coherence length in a low-temperature phase.
Materials and Methods
Model and observables. We consider Metropolis dynamics for the
Edwards-Anderson model in a cubic lattice of linear size L = 160,
with nearest-neighbor interactions and periodic boundary condi-
tions:
H = −
∑
〈x,y〉
Jx,ysx sy . [3]
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Fig. 7. Improving the accuracy with control variates. The figure
shows the ratio of statistical errors, as a function of ξ(t), for the naive [ Eq. (6)] and
improved [ Eq. (8)] estimates of the energy density. The data shown correspond
to three different relaxations. Two of them are isothermal relaxations starting from
ξ = 0 at t = 0. The third relaxation corresponds to the preparation starting at
(T = 0.9, ξ = 5) which is quenched to T = 0.7 at t = 0 (i.e. the green curves in
Figs. 3 and 4). The error reduction is largest for the isothermal relaxation at T = 0.7
and 219 ≤ t ≤ 221, of course (after all, this is the temperature and time region
defining the control variate), but the error reduction is also very significant at other
times and temperatures.
The spins sx=±1 are placed on the lattice nodes, x. The couplings
Jx,y=±1, which join nearest neighbors only, are chosen randomly
with 50% probability and are quenched variables. For each choice of
the couplings (one “sample”), we simulate 256 independent copies
of the system (clones). We denote by 〈· · · 〉J the average over
the thermal noise (i.e. average over results for the 256 clones
corresponding to a single sample), the subsequent average over our
16 samples is indicated by square brackets [ (· · ·) ]. The lattice size
L = 160 is large enough to effectively represent the thermodynamic
limit (for this, and other details, see Ref. (25)). The model described
by Eq. (3) undergoes a spin-glass transition at Tc = 1.102(3) (27).
A single Metropolis sweep roughly corresponds to one picosecond
of physical time. Therefore, the time in our simulations varies from
one picosecond to a tenth of a second.
We compute the spin-glass coherence length from the decay of
the microscopic correlation function
C4(r, t) =
1
L3
∑
x
[ 〈q(a,b)x q(a,b)x+r 〉J ] . [4]
where the overlap-field is computed as
q
(a,b)
x = s
(a)
x s
(b)
x . [5]
In the above expression, indices a and b label different clones (of
course, we average over the 256× 255/2 possible choices for the pair
of clones). Technically speaking, the spin-glass coherence length ξ
employed in this work corresponds to the ξ1,2 integral determination
(we refer the reader to the literature for details (24, 25)).
The energy density and its control variate.. The naive determination
of the internal energy density at time t (t is the time elapsed after
the initial preparation, as measured in Metropolis full-lattice sweeps)
is
Enaive(t) = 1
L3
〈H(t)〉J . [6]
This estimate, which is perfectly correct, can be made far more
accurate by using a suitable control variate (30).
Before going on, it should be clear that Enaive(t) is a random
variable: it is the estimate of the thermal and disorder average as
obtained from our numerical data. Of course, the exact mean values,
obtained by averaging over the thermal noise and the coupling
realizations with infinite statistics, are not random variables.
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Specifically, we improve Enaive(t) by subtracting from it another
random variable, named the control variate, extremely correlated
with it. The expectation value of the control variate vanishes,
hence it does not change the (inaccessible with finite statistics)
exact expectation value of Enaive(t). Furthermore, we choose a
control variate which is independent of temperature and time. So,
the overall effect of the control variate is twofold: (i) a uniform
(random) vertical shift for all data in Figs. 2–5 and (ii) a dramatic
reduction of the error bars.
Our control variate is obtained as follows. For each of our
16 samples, we take a fully random initial configuration, place it
suddenly at T = 0.7 (this is our t = 0), simulate it at constant
temperature and, finally, compute
EJ = 1
L3NS
∑
t∈S
〈H(t)〉J , [7]
where S is the set of the NS times of the form t=(integer part
of) 2n/8, with n integer and 219 ≤ t ≤ 221. Besides, we obtain a
high-accuracy estimate of the same quantity, Eaccurate by averaging
over the results of a targeted simulation with 160000 samples and 2
clones (i.e. the energy is averaged over 320000 systems). The final
estimates of the internal energy shown in Figs. 2–5 are
E(t) = Enaive(t) − [ EJ − Eaccurate ] . [8]
The benefits of using the control variate are obvious from Fig. 7.
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